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698a Wednesday, February 19, 2014with a wide range of applications in biological research and molecular thera-
peutics. Zinc finger proteins (ZFPs), belonging to Cys2His2 family constitute
the most common DNA binding motifs found in eukaryotes. ZFP normally
occur in repeats of two to three zinc finger motifs (ZFMs) to bind 6-9 contig-
uous DNA base pairs in a sequence specific manner. Several methods of vary-
ing complexity are available to engineer ZFPs that can target all the 64 codons
in the genome. Although ZFPs are becoming a powerful tool for site specific
modification in the genome, several challenges remain before the full potential
of ZFPs can be realized. The engineered ZFPs generated using the present
design platforms target mostly base triplets with 5’ Guanine (GNN, where N
is any nucleotide) and the non-GNN or AT rich modules are difficult to target.
In the present project we attempt to address this challenge by designing linker
regions between the ZFP motifs to target non-contiguous base pairs in the
DNA. This will increase the number of targetable DNA sequences by an order
of magnitude and will help to realize the full potential of ZFPs. Using structure
based methods, we provide an extensive library of possible linker molecules
that can be introduced between the individual zinc finger motifs to skip up to
10 base pairs between adjacent zinc finger protein recognition sites in the
DNA sequences. We also performed a proof of principle experiment to validate
the binding affinity and specificity of one of the computationally designed ZFP
to its target DNA sequence.
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The human papillomavirus type 6 E2 protein binds the 5’-AACCG-NNNN-
CGGTT-3’ DNA consensus sequence, where NNNN is a linker region. The
wild-type (WT) protein only binds A/T rich linker regions in a binding pro-
cess kinetically characterized by a fast phase followed by a slow phase,
whereas the E2DLL mutant shows enhanced affinity for both A/T and G/C
rich linker sequences with a significantly sped up fast phase. To rationalize
these observations, we performed long molecular dynamics simulations of
the WT bound to DNA with AATT and CCGG linkers, and of E2DLL bound
to the same sequences. It was found that the DNA bending angle was
decreased to 25 for both E2DLL-DNA complexes, while the bending angle
was 60 in the WT complexes. The decreased bending angle lowers the
DNA distortion energy in the mutant complexes, explaining the increased
binding affinity of the E2DLL protein. Moreover, the reduction in bending en-
ergy increases the population of pre-bent structures, which explains the
enhanced fast phase of binding in the mutant. In contrast to earlier hypotheses
which focused on increased protein flexibility, our simulations show that the
increased binding affinity and decreased selectivity of the mutant stems from a
decrease in DNA bending.
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Terminal uridylyl transferases are a class of enzymes that play a key role in
both biogenesis and degradation of microRNAs (miRNAs) in eukaryotes.
Previously, we and other groups showed that TUT4 uridylates precursor mi-
croRNA (pre-miRNA) in coordination with Lin28 and thus acts as a post-
transcriptional repressor of microRNA maturation. Using single-molecule
FRET, we show that TUT4 maintains the tight contact with pre-miRNA
and Lin28 while it captures the 3’ end of RNA and brings this to its cata-
lytic domain. This mechanism leads to the formation of a unique closed
loop of the U tail. Besides this repression pathway, terminal uridylyl
transferases are also able to enhance miRNA biogenesis through mono-
uridylation of pre-miRNA substrates when Lin28 is absent. Using single-
molecule fluorescence spectroscopy, we show that TUT7 exhibits
preference for group II pre-miRNAs by regulating their binding frequency.
In conclusion, our study provides insight into the duality of miRNA uridy-
lation and may give a hint to a general mechanism of action of terminal ur-
idylyl transferases.3538-Pos Board B266
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Many proteins and ligands bind double stranded (ds) DNA by inserting their hy-
drophobic residues in between the DNA bases, either partially or completely,
thereby locally elongating, bending and unwinding the dsDNA.This intercalative
binding mode is typical of many proteins that control transcription by locally de-
forming the dsDNA, such as HMG-type proteins or TATA box binding proteins.
Also intercalative binding is typical of many small aromatic molecules that are
used either as the research tool for dsDNA imaging (EtBr or Yo-Yo), or as anti-
cancer drugs (ActinomysinD or Ruthenium "threading" intercalators). Conven-
tional approaches to the study of intercalative binding are often limited as
many of these molecules also have the non-intercalative binding modes, may
cause DNA aggregation, intercalate weakly, or too slowly. Recently the single
molecule stretching of polymeric dsDNA with Optical Tweezers in the presence
of several intercalatingmoleculeswas employed to characterize their equilibrium
dissociation constant,DNAelongation and thebinding site size. In this theoretical
work we discuss how the complete stretching curves of the DNA-intercalator
complexes can be used to study the proteins with weak intercalative ability and
slow binding kinetics, the effect of intercalators on the dsDNA duplex stability,
flexibility and elasticity. In some cases, even the protein-induced dsDNAbending
angle and elongation can be quantified based on the intercalator - dsDNA titra-
tions coupled to DNA stretching. This approach also offers a new way to study
the contributions of individual intercalating and non-intercalating groups of the
protein to its DNA intercalative ability. For some proteins, such as nucleocapsid
proteins of retroviruses, discovery of their intercalative nature byDNA stretching
may suggest their novel physiological roles.
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The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) Gag protein is essential for
retroviral assembly. During viral maturation, Gag is processed to form matrix
(MA), capsid (CA), and nucleocapsid (NC) proteins. Mature NCp7 is derived
fromprocessing of NCp15 and NCp9. NCp7 functions as a nucleic acid
chaperone during retroviral replication, in which it rearranges nucleic acids to
facilitate reverse transcription and recombination. In this work, we use single-
molecule DNA stretching to probethe interactions of these proteins with DNA.
We find that NCp7 intercalates into double-stranded DNA to keep the two single
strands close together while destabilizing them. Surprisingly, multiple stretch
and release cycles of DNA in the presence of NCp7 yield changing force-exten-
sion curves on the time scale of tens of minutes. If the NCp7 solution is rinsed
from the buffer surrounding the DNA molecule, we find that some fraction of
the bound protein does not dissociate. The protein only dissociates completely
when competitor DNA is introduced to the solution surrounding the stretched
DNA molecule. Thus, NCp7 exhibits binding modes on multiple time scales,
including both rapidmicroscopic and slowmacroscopic dissociation rates, which
is also examined through pulling rate dependence studies. To test the origin of
this behavior and understand how NC-DNA interactions are regulated, we also
apply these methods to NCp9 and NCp15 interactions with DNA.
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DNA breaks can be repaired by homologous recombination, a process that
maintains genetic stability in an organism. A protein that is essential for this
mechanism in E. coli is RecA. During repair, RecA must bind and form nucle-
oprotein filaments on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) in direct competition with
single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB). Despite extensive studies, the
mechanism behind this competitive process remains unclear.
